We investigate the movement of small amplitude parts in a coupled chaotic system. The system consists of chaotic circuits using CMOS ring oscillators and capacitors as coupling elements. In the case of coupling 25 chaotic circuits, irregular movements of small amplitude parts are observed for the same parameter and different initial values. This is a kind of spatio-temporal phenomena. We focus attention on difference of the movement. Distributions of the small amplitude pans are investigated.
INTRODUCTION
In our past study, we have investigated a chaotic circuit using CMOS ring oscillators [l] . The circuit consists of two CMOS ring oscillators and two diodes. A CMOS ring oscillator is used for the CMOS process performance test. This oscillator consists of a series of inverter circuits. ll has a very simple structure. Therefore, it is considered that the proposed circuit is realized very easily. In the past study, we have shown the bifurcation scenario, have calculated the Lyapunov exponents. have explained physical mechanism of chaos generation and so on.
In this study, we investigate the movement of small amplitude pans in a coupled chaotic system using the chaotic circuits. The study of large coupled chaotic systems is very important not only as models of nonlinear systems with many degrees of freedom but also to understand biological information processing and for engineering applications. Especially, we consider that it is important to use continuous-time chaotic circuits, which is natural real physical systems, in these studies. On the other hand, the system consists of many chaotic circuits using CMOS ring oscillators. Because this system utilizes the circuits designed by the integrated circuit technology, this study is very important for the analysis and applications of large coupled chaotic systems[2]- [5] . We consider that large coupled systems should be realized as VLSI for future studies and future applications. The proposed system is very suitable for integrated circuits. It means that VLSl realization of the system is easily. In Sec. 2, the chaotic circuit and its simplified model is described. In Sec. 3, the coupled system and the simulated results are shown. Some concluding remarks are presented in Sec. 4.
CHAOTIC CIRCUIT USING CMOS RING OSCILLATORS
Several chaotic circuits have been realized as integrated circuits.
These circuits are not complex so far as an electric circuit are concerned. However, the realized circuits on the IC chip have complex structures. The basic problem is that the circuits are analog circuits and include nonlinear elements. Therefore, integration techniques are needed. One of the attraction of chaos is that a simple system generates complex phenomena. We went back again to this attraction and a simple integrated circuit was proposed. We consider utilizing a ring oscillator which has a simple struclure on the chip. A CMOS ring oscillator is one of the simplest circuit constructed on the chip. The oscillator consists of the odd number of CMOS inverters. We designed a chaotic circuit using the ring oscillators. 
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for-1 5 z'3 -xZs 5 1, chaotic circuit using the ring oscillators. Chaotic attractor is observed in Fig. 6 (a) . Periodic orbit is observed in Fig. 6 (b) . The same parameters are used. but different initial values are used. The coupled system is simulated,using the same parameters as Fig. 6 . The number of the coupled chaotic circuits is 25. At first, we investigate time series of x3 for various sets of initial values. We found that the system produce one or more small amplitude parts consisting of the attractor in Fig. 6 (b) . One small amplitude part is observed in Fig. 7 . The position of this part is changing irregularly. in Fig. 8 , all chaotic circuits generate the small amplitudes. Three small amplitude parts are observed in Fig. 9 . These parts do not move. In the case that the number of coupled chaotic circuits is 25, four or more small amplitude parts are not observed. This result means that about seven chaotic circuits are needed in order to produce one small amplitude part. Two small amplitude parts are observed in Fig. IO . Basically, this state is almost stable. However. the position of these parts rarely moves irregularly as shown in Fig. 11 . In the case thal initial values of all chaotic circuits are the same, one small amplitude part is observed as Fig. 7 via no small amplitude part state. Therefore, it is considered that the system wishes to produce the small amplitude pans. From these results, we can consider that each small amplitude part hates getting close.
Next, the number ofthe local maximum of the small amplitude are counted. This counting means calculating the distributions of LII-8 1 the small amplitude parts of each oscillator. Figures 12-15 show the numbers of the local maximum of the small amplitude parts corresponding to Figs. 7-1 1. The horizontal axis shows the number of the chaotic circuits. The vertical axis shows the numbers of the local maximum of the small amplitude parts. Figure 12 shows that the small amplitude part is almost between no. 11 and no. 15. Figure 13 shows that the small amplitude part is pervasive. Figure 14 shows that three small amplitude parts are observed. The center part is symmetric. However, both side parts are asymmetric. Figure 15 shows that two small amplitude parts are observed. The main parts of the small amplitude are no. 6 and no. 20. Between no. 6 and no. 20, only few counts are observed. We think that this counts corresponds to the irregular movement as shown in Fig. 11 . This result shows that the irregular movement as is very rare.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have investigated a coupled chaotic system utilizing CMOS ring oscillators. The system can be constructed by simple CMOS elements. We carried out computer simulation for many sets of initial values. As a result, the characteristics of this system are described as follows. The system wishes to produce one or more small amplitude parts. The existence of one small amplitude pan needs about seven oscillators. Each small pan hates getting close. We observed movements of the small amplitude pan. We consider that the chaotic behavior of each circuit makes changing the position of the small amplitude parts. However, by the reason that one small amplitude part needs about seven chaotic circuits and each part hates getting close, in the case of many small amplitude parts we could not observed changing the position of the pans. These results contribute to the studies on VLSI realization and applications of large coupled chaotic systems. Chaos, vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 639-674. 1994 . 
